Cavalier Prestige Class
As Converted by Chris Rutkowsky from Complete Fighter’s Handbook
Please email me your comments/suggestions to: claiven@mail.com

Requirements:
Lawful Alignment
Base Attack Bonus: +3
Weapon Proficiency in Lance and Long Sword
Weapon Focus in one of the two
Heavy Armor Proficiency
3 ranks in riding skill

Prohibited Class:
Rogues

Characteristics:
D10 Hit dice			Skill Points/ level = Intelligence Bonus +2
Uses Cleric Saving throw Table
Uses the Fighter to hit table

Character Traits:
Cavaliers are known for their fearlessness and their sense of honor.   A cavalier will not: attack an unarmed foe, engage in missile combat with a foe that is not equipped with a missile weapon, break their word, compromise their honor to spare their own life, sneak attack an opponent, or in any other way act dishonorable.  To do so causes the cavalier’s beliefs to collapse, and his saving throw bonuses and ability to inspire others is gone.  This will also happen if a cavalier changes to a non-lawful alignment.  Until the cavalier atones, the character may not advance in level as a cavalier.
Cavaliers tend to multi-class as Fighters and Aristocrats.  
Bonuses:
Whenever a Cavalier becomes a 6th level character, they automatically acquire the leadership feat for free.  

At 1st level a Cavalier:
Receives the mounted combat feat for free.  
Is +2 to save verses fear.

At 3rd Level, a Cavalier:
Is allowed to take the weapon specialization feat in Lance or Long Sword, if he has a focus in it
Is +4 to save vs. fear.  
Receives Ride by Attack or Spirited Charge feat for free.   
Obtains proficiency in Lance/Long Sword for free (whichever he doesn’t have yet).  
		
At 5th Level, a Cavalier:
Inspires Allies with an Aura of Courage.  Allies are +2 to fear saves.
Is +6 to save verses Fear
Obtains weapon focus in Lance/Long sword for free (whichever he doesn’t have yet)
Receives Ride by Attack or Spirited Charge feat for free (whichever one he does not have yet)

At 7th Level, a Cavalier:
Is Immune to Fear.
Aura of Courage: Allies are +4 to save vs. fear.  
Obtains weapon specialization in Lance/Long Sword for free (whichever he doesn’t have yet)

